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Free Essay: George Washington as America's Greatest Leader An independent Washington was successful as the first
president because his administration.

Many of his leadership practices became the template for the way politics have proceeded following his terms.
It also piqued his interest in western land holdings, an interest that endured throughout his life with speculative
land purchases and a belief that the future of the nation lay in colonizing the West. During his presidency, he
solved many noteworthy problems. The war made George Washington, a man to be revered in history, and
helped transform him into a symbol of a new republic and its principles. In Edward G. Are these essay
examples edited? With this and land he was granted for his military service, Washington became one of the
more wealthy landowners in Virginia. Along with Treasury Secretary Hamilton, Washington personally led a
company of troops to suppress the rebellion. The ships built during his administration would prove to be
instrumental in naval actions that ended disputes with Algiers in later administrations. However, Washington
felt that no vetoes should follow unless he felt that the law was unconstitutional. Later, his cousin, Franklin
Roosevelt did break the tradition, being elected to four consecutive terms, dying in his fourth term in  The
power bestowed on the federal government by the Constitution made for important decisions, and people
joined together to influence those decisions. Washington played an important political and military position in
the American Revolution His reserved manner was more due to inherent reticence than any excessive sense of
dignity. This was a reasonable assumption given that the ideal of a "loyal opposition" did not arise in
democratic states until the nineteenth century. First, Columbus found what he thought to be India in , which
later would be colonized by the first American settlers still under the British flag A fairly gruesome war it was.
Political Parties All through his two terms as president, Washington was dismayed at the growing partisanship
within government and the nation. In January , he married Martha Dandridge Custis , a wealthy widow with
two children. His strength lay not in his genius on the battlefield but in his ability to keep the struggling
colonial army together. By the s, Washington kept over slaves at Mount Vernon. His surveying expeditions
into the Virginia wilderness earned him enough money to begin acquiring land of his own. George
Washington quotes. Congress approved the treaty with the proviso that trade barriers imposed by England be
lessened. In three important ways, Washington helped shape the beginning of our evolving civilization. The
victory was a major turning point in the war as it encouraged France to openly ally itself with the American
cause for independence. As a teenager, Washington, who had shown an aptitude for mathematics, became a
successful surveyor. At the time of his death in , George Washington owned some slaves. However, some of
his ideas about things that needed to be reformed were as true then as they are now. His last official act was to
pardon the participants in the Whiskey Rebellion. Within a short time, there were more government
employees at the Treasury Department than all the other departments combined. He was a large component of
the French and Indian War and achieved many accomplishments as a military leader and soldier. With the help
of Alexander Hamilton, he composed his Farewell Address to the American people, which urged his fellow
citizens to cherish the Union and avoid partisanship and permanent foreign alliances. So many important
people, events, places and dates to remember. After being overwhelmed by callers, he announced that except
for the scheduled weekly reception open to all, he would only see people by appointment. Washington then
moved his troops into New York City. The war lasted another four years, but Washington resigned his
commission and returned to Mount Vernon.


